Nanking, April 23, 1938.

Dear Bobby:

Here are four stamps for an expert collector. Do you know what to do with them? When are you going to have a good picture taken with a decent face on you? My camera perhaps won't work so well since you made such a bad one right in front of the lens. Our yard does not look so bad, for it is receiving some care.

Please tell Yü-fuwa that the house of Mr. Wang, for whom he inquired, was
occupied for a while by soldiers, then was further injured for a short time by ordinary people, but was sealed by the authorities. The building itself and part of the contents remain all right, but with risk of confiscation.

Also, please have Mummy ask Mr. Wu in the office with Kiang Wen-han to send by McCallum or Mills a copy of the literature program that he promised for Uncle Lewis and me.

We can’t buy postcards here, so you might enclose one in each of your frequent letters. Ha! ha!

With two bear-hugs and three smacks, Daddy.